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list of portals that have been built in the past. these portals are not 'core' portals, but are used to
build other portals. left to right is a 9 port with entry #, other portal id, the added skidtrack and the y
offset. the vertical bar is a character (including space), so the x offset indicates how far to the left of
the added track or border. portal 2's final update introduced a lot of issues, including problems with
the new controls. as a result, we have created a separate skidrow codex build for portal 2 which is
extremely similar to the original skidrow build, but has many fixes and improvements applied to it.
this build should not be confused with the skidrow codex, which will be available some time in the

future for all skidrow codex owners to use. we are only releasing the portal 2 skidrow codex build for
now. the portal 2 skidrow build is incompatible with the original portal 2 build, but instead builds the
portal 2 and portal 2/cpx.dlls into a new folder. to change the portal 2 skidrow build back into a pure
portal 2 build, simply remove the portal 2/cpx folder. some of the optional updates included in the

build are not listed on the download page - they are not required for the portal 2 skidrow codex
build, but are included for those who would like to use them. unrar.exe (6.49 mb) is used to unpack

the files from the portal 2 skidrow codex and portal 2 skidrow builds - please note that you don't
need to use this one. there are issues with the way the newer versions of unrar work, which is why
we have reverted back to the older version of unrar that we used in the original skidrow release.
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